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Nogrid GmbH
Am Kümmerling 21-25
55294 Bodenheim
Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Nogrid started in the year of founding with a new, unique CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) software for the
simulation of flows: NOGRID points is based on FPM (Finite Pointset Method). This FPM method has been
developed and validated in collaboration with the Fraunhofer-Insitute in Kaiserslautern over the past 14 years.
NOGRID points can excellently be applied in the case of all problems, where grid-based methods reach their limits
due to the necessary remeshing
In the meantime Nogrid has put a second new and professional CFD software product on the market: NOGRID
pointsBlow is the only software worldwide, that is able to simulate the process of glass forming of containerglass in
an absolute professional way and to show the results in full 3 D.
NOGRID pointsBlow software allows to simulate all three kinds of container glass forming processes:
• BB (Blow and Blow)
• PB (Press and Blow or Wide Mouth PB)
• NNPB (Narrow Neck Press and Blow)
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